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1. INTRODUCTION 
As it is well known, Floquet’s theorem [l] states that, given a linear system 
of differential equations 
be = A(t) x (1) 
where A(t) is a (real or complex) m by m matrix of continuous functions 
periodic in t with period 1, there exists a transformation of the dependent 
variable 
4 = qt> x, (2) 
with P(t) of the same class as A(t), such that system (1) is transformed into 
$ = Bf. (3) 
The matrix B in (3) is independent of t. 
The proof starts out from the relation 
#(t + 1) = w * N) (4) 
which due to uniqueness of solutions of (1) is satisfied by any fundamental 
matrix solution+(t) of (3). If then B is defined to be a logarithm of $(I) and if 
one defines 
P(t) = 4(t) exp(- Bt) (5) 
it is readily seen that with this choice of B and P(t) Floquet’s theorem follows. 
From the usual definition of the logarithm of a matrix it follows that the 
imaginary part of the eigenvalues of B are only determined up to integral 
multiples of 2ni. (See [2].) (i = imaginary unit.) 
This paper discusses the conditions under which it is possible to adapt 
the line of thought sketched above for linear systems to the theory of non- 
linear systems. Before we formulate and discuss our contribution we will 
briefly go into some of the existing work about the question. 
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The system that we shall discuss in the sequel has the form 
52 = A(t) x +f(t, x) (6) 
where A(t), f(t, X) are periodic in t with period one and f(t, x) is a power 
series in x with no term of lower than 2-nd degree. (For more exact specifica- 
tions see below.) By the conclusion of Floquet’s theory for linear systems 
we may actually start from 
2 = Bx +f(t, x) (7) 
where B is constant but it will be of some importance in the future to observe 
again that the transition from (6) to (7) d oes fix the eigenvalues of B only up 
to an integral multiple of 27ri. Before we proceed to discuss the nonlinear 
system (7) let us introduce some notation. 
Let I,+ be the lattice of m-tuples of nonnegative integers equipped with 
the norm 
m 
IPI=CP, 
where 
v=l 
P=(Pl,P,...P9n)~An+. 
The modulus of a complex number z will also be denoted by vertical lines, 
i.e. by 1 z 1 , because it should be clear from the context for which of the two 
meanings the symbol 1 1 stands. 
The eigenvalues of B are denoted by IBy (V = 1,2,..., m). /I stands for the 
diagonal matrix with eigenvalues j?, (i.e., the diagonalized semisimple part of 
B). Furthermore we will use the notation 
(P I B> = 2 PA a 
"=l 
(9) 
The functionf(t, x) in (7) shall be given by a m-tuple of convergent power 
series 
m 4 = ,& %&> xp (10) 
where xp = xp **a x 2 and where the coefficients a”@(t) = ~,,~,...,,~(t) are 
periodic in t with period 1. Concerning the regularity properties of the coeffi- 
cients we distinguish two cases 
I. The coefficients are real analytic in some strip 1 Im t 1 < 8 (6 > 0) of 
the complex t-plane where they are uniformly bounded as follows 
1 a&l < IdpI+’ 
K is a real positive constant. (K, 6 may depend on j.) 
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II. The coefficients are real continuous functions defined on the real t 
axis where they are bounded in the same way as described under I. 
The class of these functions will be denoted by a, and an respectively. 
In addition we denote the class of convergent power series (10) with con- 
stant coefficients by OZC .
Known results. (a) Let B = fl (i.e., B is diagonal) and assume that there 
exist real positive constants y, w such that for 4 = 0, f 1, f 2,..., 
p, v = l,..., m the eigenvalues of B satisfy the infinitely many diophantique 
inequalities 
I 274 + (P I PI + Pv - I% I > r(l P I + I 4 IIF” (11) 
and f E 0Zr . Then there exists a transformation of variables 
E = x + P(t, 4, P E a* (12) 
such that (7) is transformed into (3). 
This theorem is a corollary of a certain theorem proved by Belaga [3]. 
The idea of imposing a condition of the kind (11) on the eigenvalues of B 
ultimately goes back to Siegel [4]. 
(b) Assume: 
and 
(13) 
Then there exists a transformation (12) with P E 0Zn sending the system (7) 
into 
where 
i = Bf + g(t, I) 
and 
u’, = {P I P EL+, I p I > 2, (P I B) - Pv = 2+; P = 0, zt L>. (14) 
This theorem is a corollary of a theorem proven by Kelly [5] (see also 
[6]). Earlier work in this direction was done by PoincarC [7] and Sibuya [S]. 
As a consequence of (13) we have 
(9 Wp I Is) < Re I% for IPlb2 
(ii> Re(p I B) < Re Pm for IPI >gf 
1 
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(i) implies that u1 is empty and (ii) that each uV (V = 2 . . . m) contains 
finitely many points such that the functions 
if& 5) (v = 2, 3 . . . m) 
are polynomials in 8. 
The coefficients of these polynomials are still functions of t whereas one 
might expect from the comparison with the linear case that a transformation 
of the type (12) with P E O!u could be found such that the transformed system 
is autonomous. To show that under certain additional conditions (see below) 
this is indeed possible is the purpose of the present paper. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
We intend to prove the following 
THEOREM. Assume that the transition from (6) to (7) can be made in such a 
way that the eipvalues of B satisfy (13) and 
(pI/3)--pV#2~qi (~=1,2...m) 
q = rir: 1, & 2 . . . . 
(15) 
then there exists a transformation of the type (12) with P E GZn such that (7) 
[and therefore (6)] is transformed into an autonomous system 
i = BS + g(i3 (16) 
where 
g&T = p; &,P 
TV 
are polynomials and 
~“=~PIP~L+,IPI >2;(PIB)=BJ* (17) 
Remark. The reader might ask if it is possible to give a sufficient condition 
for the possibility to make the transition from (6) to (7) in such a way that 
(15) is satisfied. 
Recall that the imaginary parts of the /3’s are only determined up to integral 
multiples of 2ti. Assume first that they have been fixed in an arbitrary way. 
Then to each p E oV an integer q = q(p, v) can be found such that 
(P I B) - B” = 2?riq(P, 4 
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Assume now that the linear system for the unknowns Y, (V = 1,2 . . . tn) such 
that 
(P I 4 - y, = dP> 4 
P E 0, (v = 1,2,..., m) 
(18) 
has a solution in I, (m-tuples of integers). Then by redefining the /3’s as 
follows 
6 - A + 2niy, 
we easily check that the new B’s satisfy condition (15). 
These considerations show that the above question would be answered if 
we succeeded to give sufficient conditions for the existence of integral solu- 
tions of the Eqs. (18). However we shall not pursue the subject any further 
but refer the interested reader to the work of Urabe [9], where equations of 
the type (18) appear in a similar context and a detailed discussion of the 
conditions for the existence of solutions can be found. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
To prove the theorem we could start out from the known results (ref. 
[5, 6, 81) but it is instructive to start from scratch because it turns out that a 
theorem proved by Urabe [9, lo] about analytic solutions of Schroder’s [ll] 
functional equation allows us to follow Floquet’s original line of reasoning 
for linear systems very closely. A simplified version of Urabe’s [9] theorem is 
included in the appendix for the convenience of the reader. Let us pause to 
look at Floquet’s theorem for linear systems from a somewhat different angle. 
Then we recognize that his main idea could be described as an attempt to 
imbed +( 1) into a one parameter group of transformations, the infinitesimal 
generator of this group being the matrix B. This infinitesimal generator is 
the logarithm of +( 1) which most conveniently can be defined if +( 1) is trans- 
formed into (lower) triangular form. 
We now try to proceed along similar lines in the nonlinear case. 
Let +(t, X) be the solution of (7) with the property +(O, X) = x where we 
assume that B is in lower triangular form, i.e., 
then by standard theorems about ordinary differential equations [2] we have 
9(1,x> = cx + s(x), s E ac (20) 
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where 
c = h(E + V), h = eE 
V E A, E = m dimensional unit matrix. 
U and V are connected by the formulas 
(21) 
u=y ,-;,a+1 Vk 
k=l 
(22) 
m-1 
v= c -52 
k=l k !  
Following the idea explained above for the linear system we try to imbed 
+( 1, X) into a one parameter group. 
But according to Lemma11 of the appendix about solutions of the Schriider 
equation there exists a function 
x(x) = x + Q), 8 E ac 
such that 
XML 4) = J4x(x)) (23) 
where 
k(x) = cx + W(X) (24) 
and 
W”(X) = c W”,X”. (25) 
PET” 
Let 99 be the vectorspace of m-tuple of functions 
satisfying 
49 = (W),..., h&N 
hk(x) = k(h), X = eO, (26) 
then clearly h E ~23. 
The fact that Schriider’s functional equation for the function I$( 1, x) has a 
solution x as described above shows that ~$(l, x) is, by an “analytic similarity 
transformation”, equivalent to an element of %? in the same way as a matrix 
by a linear similarity transformation is equivalent to a lower triangular 
matrix. 
Using this property of $(l, x) it is therefore sufficient to imbed h(x) into a 
one parameter group which completely lies in 99. To do so let us have a 
closer look at a. The v-th component of each element of .5Y has a representa- 
tion 
k,(x) = W% + c k&’ (27) 
PET” 
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where K commutes with A. But also converse is true. If each component of K 
has a representation (27), then k E g. The natural composition of elements 
k(l), kc2) ~~27 defined by 
(k (‘) o kt2’), (x) = kp(kc2’(x)) 
does not lead out of 9. This follows from the relation 
(k(l) 0 kt2’), (hx) = k!“(k’2’(hx)) = k~‘(ti’2’(x)) = X,(k’l’ 0 k’“‘), (x). 
Now we are ready to prove: Under the condition of the theorem, h can be 
imbedded into a one parameter group completely lying in 9. (See also ref. 
PO, 121.) 
Proof. Let 
then 
Z=E+V 24(x) = e-bu(X), 
h(x) = es(Zx + U(X)). 
We try to find a family 12, (t E R) of functions with 
k,Ec?+Y and k, 0 k, = kt+T (4 7 E 4 
k,(x) = x k, = h 
Now (28) is equivalent to 
k,’ = k,’ 0 k, 
where the prime means derivative with respect to t. If we write 
k,(x) = e@(Z(t) x + v(t, x)) 
where 
Z(t)--EEA, 
then the conditions (29) become 
Z(0) = E, Z(1) = z; $0, x) = 0, $1,x> = qx), 
and the condition (30) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
e@(T(t) x + w’(t, x)) = T(O) etB[Z(t) x + w(t, x)] + ~‘(0, ets[Z(t) x + w(t, x)]). 
(32) 
Hence, if we assume 
Z’(0) E A 
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and v E a’, the condition (32) splits into 
Z’(t) = Z’(0) Z(t) 
and 
(33) 
v’(t, x) = Z’(0) v(t, x) + v’(0, Z(t) x + v(t, x)). 
(33) and the first part of (31) are satisfied with 
(34) 
(35) 
where t 0 = t(t - 1) *** (t - K + 1) k 1 -2...k 
and Z’(0) = U [compare (19)] which justifies the first of the assumptions 
above. 
It remains to show that also the second one can be justified, i.e., that 
v(t, x) can be constructed as a member of a in such a way that (34) and the 
conditions (31) can be satisfied. 
We write (34) in the form 
v’(t, x) = v’(0, x) + Uv(t, x) + v’(0, Z(t) x + v(t, x)) - v’(0, Z(t) x) 
+ v’(0, Z(t) x) - v’(0, x) 
or 
and 
v(t, x) = v’(0, x) t + ls(t, x) (36) 
where 
u(x) = v’(0, x) -1 S( I, x) (37) 
qt, x) = 1; [UV(T, 4 + v’(O, Z(T) x + 47, 4) 
- v’(0, Z(T) x) + v’(0, Z(T) x) - v’(0, x)] dT. 
(38) 
Let the coefficient of XP be vVp(t) in v,(t, x) and Svp(t) in S,(t, x) and introduce 
in the m + 1-tuples of integers (v, p) an order relation by 
h PI > (PL, 4) either IPI >I41 
or if lPl=lSl, then V>cL 
or if IPI= and v = p, 
let p be the first integer for which p, # qL1 , then p, > qp . 
From (38) we deduce with help of Lemma I in the appendix the following: 
If all the coefficients vu,(t) with (p, q) < (v, p) are known, then i&,(t) is given. 
But obviously from (37) v:,(O) and from (36) vJt) can be calculated. 
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It is also seen by induction on the m + 1-tuples (Y, p) that the construction 
stays within L% because, as mentioned already above, the composition of two 
functions belonging to 9 belongs also to 9. 
Hence if 
f&(t) = 0 for 4 4 TLA for 
then also 
%(t) = 0 
Thus because 
for p $7” . 
also 
h&) = 0 for P 6~~ 
z&(O) = 0 for P 4 7, 
from (37) and finally 
%PW = 0 for P $7,) 
from (36). 
This concludes our proof that h(x) can be imbedded into a one-parameter 
group k,(x). The remaining arguments are almost the same as in the linear 
case. 
Define now 
&4 4 = w, x-164) 
where x-i is the inverse function of x, i.e., x(x-i(x)) = x. We have 
kt + 19 4 = #(4 $U> x-&N) = & x-l@(4)) 
= & 44) = kc M4) 
hence 
is periodic in t. 
Moreover 
& 4 = kt(x(x)) + w, kt(x(4)* 
Hence the transformation 
5 = x + qt, 4 
transforms (7) into the autonomous differential equation 
8 = k,‘(f) = Bf + g(f) , g(f) = ~‘(0, f). 
The fact that P E OZn follows without difficulties from the construction of 
k,(x) and well-known theorems about the regularity properties of the solution 
+(t, x) of (7). The Theorem is proved. 
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Remark. The special case of Belaga’s theorem mentioned in the introduc- 
tion could be proven along similar lines using a theorem about the existence 
of solutions of Schroder’s functional equation originally proved in one dimen- 
sion by Siegel [14] and generalized to higher dimensions by Sternberg [12]. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA I. Let r(x), s(x) be m-tuples of formal power series in x, such that 
r(x) = s(x + Vx) - s(x), 
where V is an m by m matrix belonging to A. (See (19) of the main part.) 
Let r,, and svp be the coeficients of xp in r,, and s, , respectively, then r,,, can be 
calculated if all coej&-nts s,,~ with 
are known. 
(Lb 4) < (% P) 
Proof. We use Taylor’s expansion 
r,(X) = s,(X + VX) - S,(X) = 1 P(‘) 
,k,>l k,! ..* k,! 
(v&p (V&l + v32xzp . . . (V,lXl + vn2x2 + . . . + Km-1%-l>“” 
where 
k = (0, k, ,..., k,) 
and s!,“‘(x) is obtained from s”(x) by differentiatingik, times with respect to 
xp (p = 2 . . . m). r,,, can be expressed in terms of the coefficients sVq where 
q-k+k’=p k’ = (k;, k; . . . k,‘, 0). (Al) 
k’ and k are related through 
4' = k2 +j23 + j,, + ... + jzm 
h = k2 -j2, +& + ... + j,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..*.. 
7-l 
k,' = k, - C L + 2 .i,, 
w=2 fJJ=7+1 
C-42) 
where j,, are integers with the property 
0 <A, < k, 
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for 
7=2...m-1 r<u<m. 
Especially we have 
jk’/ = lkl. 
Hence by (Al) 
IPl=l!71- 
Assume qi = p, . This implies 
k,’ = 0 bY (Al). 
Thus 
k, = 0 and j,, = js4 = *a* = j,, = 0 bY (-w 
Now assume 
and 
!L =P, 7 = 1,2 . . . p - 1 
A,’ = A,’ = *** k;-, = 0 
k,=k, =-k,-,=o 
Lw = 0 7 = 2 . . . /I - 1, w >T. 
Because by (Al) 
0 = k,-, = k,’ = k, + f  l,, 
w=o+l 
we conclude 
k, = 0, j,, = 0 p<w<m. 
In this way we see that either all the k’s vanish or there exists an integer 
p < m with 
41, fP,* (A3) 
But the first possibility is excluded because 1 k ) > 1. It remains to show that 
PO = K+1 - k, + 41, > 41, *
But because k, = 0 (A3) implies ki,, > 0 and the desired inequality follows. 
LEMMA II. Generalized Schroder-equation (Urabe). Assume 
d(x) = cx + $4 s E ac 
c = h(E + V) = A + w 
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where 
W=~VEA X = e4 
and the ,53’s satisfy the condition (13). Then there exist functions 
x(x) = x + q-4 0 E ac 
h(x) = Cx + w(x) 
where the w,‘s are polynomials 
W”(X) = c %PXP 
P% 
and 
0” = {P I P 6 LL+, I P I 3 2, A” = hPl 
= {p I p E Im+, I p I 3 2, (p, 8) - 8, = 2+, 4 = 0, rt 1, f  L.1 
(compare with (14) of the main part) such that 
xtdtx)) = htxtxb (A4) 
Remark. If the /?‘s satisfy the additional requirement (15) we obviously 
have 
U” = 7, (v = 1, 2,..., m) 
where the sets T, were defined in (17) and therefore h E g. 
Proof. By simple algebra we find assuming (A4): 
B(Ax) - M(x) = [w(x) - s(x)] + [w(x + e) - w(x)] 
- [qcx + s(x)) - e(x)] - [@x + Wx) - e(Ax)] + we. 
(A8 
Let the coefficient of xp be 
0 “P in 0” 
S VP in S” 
W”P in W” * 
We obtain 
4&P - A,> = w,p - s,p + H”P(S, 4 4 W) 
where in Hvz) there occur only coefficients s, 0, w with subscripts (CL, q) < (Y, p). 
This is clear for the second and third term of the right hand ‘side of (A5) 
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because the largest subscript of S, 8, w occurring there is (Y, 9) with 
1 Q 1 = 1 p 1 - 1. It is also clear for the fifth term because 
as a consequence of W E A. 
The fact that also the coefficient with subscript (~,p) of the fourth term 
in (A5) only depends on coefficients s, 8, w with subscripts (cl, 4) < (Y, p) is a 
consequence of Lemma I. 
(A6) allows an iterative calculation of all the coefficients. 
If p E 0, we put e,, = 0 and w,,~ is determined. 
IfP#%, t$, is determined and we set 
W “p = 0. 
That is how we get formal power series for h and x. We now prove conver- 
gence. 
Because the sets 7” are of finite order as a consequence of (13) there exists 
an integer N,, such that for 1 p 1 > N, we have 
P 4Tv (v = 1, 2 . . . m). 
Assume N > N,, and let xN be the formal power series of x up to the term 
of order N. 
It is no loss of generality to assume that C is in Jordan canonical form, i.e., 
that W has the form 
0 0 
6,' * 
. . (* 1 . . . . 0 * 8, '0 
where the 8,‘s satisfy the additional requirements 
and 6 is a number satisfying 
0<6<1---b 
with 
b = “=yym I A” I . 
Choose A, E > 0 such that 
b+S<n<l and S<c<a. 
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Define 
u(x) = wx + W(X) 
and introduce a norm into complex m-space defined by 
Then there exist a real number R > 0 such that for II x 11 < R d(x) is holo- 
morphic and we have 
Let 
II 4(x)ll d fl II x II 
II Wll G E II x II . 
ol,=(g]g=h 1 o omorphic for 11 x I] < r continuous on [I x I/ = r; 
Q& is a Banach space and it is easily seen from (A7) that the operation T 
defined by 
(Tg) (4 = ~-Y&(x)) - GW)l 
maps each 6& with I < R into itself. 
Consider the following subset of aR 
eN = (g I II g(x) - x&)II < K II x V+l for II x II G RI 
where K is a real positive constant. Looked upon as a subset of CY, with 
I < R 9&N is compact and convex. If we succeed to show that T maps this set 
into itself, T will have a fixed point in sKN by Schauder’s fixed point prin- 
ciple [13]. The power series of the function represented by the fixed point 
must coincide with the formal power series of x constructed above because 
after the construction of u the procedure becomes unique. 
It remains to show that T has the property mentioned above. To do so we 
observe that by construction of xN there exists a real positive constant A, 
such that 
II XNMXN - xx, - ~(X&NII e AN II x llN+l 
We find 
for II x II G R. (-48) 
II TX4 - x&Nll ,< a-l II g(&4 - 4d4) - ~x&)II 
< 41 &W - xh4bwll + II XNkw) 
- AXN(X) - 4x&Nll + II 4x&N - 4&-4)lll 
< u-l{mlN+l + A, + EK} 1) x p+1 
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using (A7) and (A8). If N is chosen such that 
IIN+’ < a - c 
and K such that 
AN -<U-e-AN+1 
K 
we see: T maps FKN into itself. The theorem is proved. 
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